Pippi of Today
The year 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of the first published book about
Pippi Longstocking. To commemorate this jubilee, The Astrid Lindgren Company and
Save the Children launched the global campaign ‘Pippi of Today’, a collaboration to create
awareness and raise money for girls on the move.
The first book about Pippi Longstocking was released in 1945, right after the
end of World War II with millions of people on the move – many of them children. It’s against
this backdrop that Astrid Lindgren created an extraordinary girl to overcome extraordinary
circumstances. Today 77 years later, more people are forcibly displaced than ever and half of
these are children. Girls are particularly vulnerable. But every girl on the move is strong and
each of them deserves the chance to take charge of their own story. By joining forces with the
strongest, most famous girl in the world they can be empowered to do it. This is why Pippi of
Today was initiated.
Two years later campaign products have been launched, programmes are up and running
and partners all over the world continue to contribute to support girls on the move.
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how do we
use the funds
raised?
All funds raised through the campaign are
and will be directed towards different Save
the Children programmes with the aim to
support girls on the move.
The programmes are carried out in different
contexts, both in countries of origin, in
countries where girls on the move are in
transit, and countries of destination where
girls on the move plan to settle.
Although the Covid-19 situation still
complicate things; we’re happy to
showcase some of the examples of how this
campaign truly have made a difference for
girls on the move.

pippi power in
sweden

pippi power in eslöv
received an award!
Our activities in Eslöv, a municipality
in southern Sweden, which aim to
get girls with a migrant background
into various leisure activities, have
received the Gender Equality
Award of the Year from the
Municipality of Eslöv!

In several of Sweden’s socio-economically
disadvantaged areas, too few girls have access
to meaningful leisure time. That’s why Pippi
Power was initiated. The aim of the groups
is to strengthen the girls’ knowledge, selfesteem and give them the courage to enter
new contexts and thereby open more doors to
a meaningful spare time. Pippi Power is held
every Thursday and is much appreciated by the
girls. Sometimes up to 15-20 girls participate.
The focus is on different activities – it can be
playing football, volleyball or running athletics.
Laura* is one of the girls who usually attend
Pippi Power on Thursdays. What she likes best
about Pippi Power?
”The best thing is that we are
all girls! Because if the guys
are there, you can’t talk and
say everything you want...”

panel discussion
with decision makers
in sweden
On the International Day of the Girl (11/10 2021), Save the Children’s
Secretary General invited representatives from several of the partypolitical women’s associations to give their views on the situation
and what needs to be done to give newly arrived girls a good start in
Sweden.
Adna (via link) and Judy (on the picture) from Pippi Power participated.
Some of the suggestions that were raised from the girls to the politicians
included: working against racism, creating security and a good image
of Sweden, languages, and enabling investments to give girls a better
leisure time.
One of the girls, who is a youth leader and herself a newcomer to
Sweden, says that the Pippi Power activity means a lot. ”There was
a girl who didn’t dare to try boxing. But she wrote it as a wish.
We went and tried it and it was a great experience for the girls.
Afterwards the girls said they felt strong like Pippi.”

superchicas
in spain
In Spain, ”Superchicas” engaged young
girls in various activities to increase
psychosocial development and wellbeing, to increase personal and collective
self-esteem and to provide tools for the
prevention and resolution of conflicts.
Psychosocial development
activites
workshops including
T-shirt screen printing,
recycling and ecology and
home economics
yoga and meditation,
reading, writing, sports
activities, going to
museums and much more

nearly 2 000
young girls
participated in
”team up”
TeamUp in the Netherlands offers
structured sports, games and movementbased activities for newly arrived girls aged
6 to 18, to support them in dealing with
their emotions while assuring socialisation
opportunities.
a safe place for the girls to
express themselves
a place to meet new friends
help to deal with anger and
reduce stress

”The best thing
about living in
colombia is that i've
made friends, i can
be with my mother,
we have a small
house and i get
to be with my new
little sister.”
- Luisa*, 12 years

Luisa*, is 12 years old and one of over a
million people that have fled to Colombia
from neighbouring Venezuela, leaving
because of lack of food, economic hardship
and increasing violence.
Today she attends Save the Children’s Child
Friendly Space, where migrant children are
given the opportunity to meet friends, play
and learn. Children from Venezuela have the
right to attend schools in Colombia by law,
but since there are now so many refugees in
the area, the schools have run out of places.
Luisa wants to be a flight attendant, travel
and learn lots of languages. Sometimes,
when people are less optimistic and say that
something isn’t possible, she says:
“The easy things? I already conquered
them. The difficult things? They are already
happening. The impossible? I haven’t done
it yet, but I will.”
* Name has been changed.

activities with
young mothers
in south africa
In Gauteng province and in Limpopo
province we have had the chance to reach a
total of 31 young mothers during 2021. We
have carried out activities such as:
sexual reproductive health
and rights
home visits for support by
community workers
parenting without
violence
economic empowerment for
young migrant mothers

keep supporting girls
on the move!
The Pippi of Today campaign will continue to raise funds for girls on the move but not with the same
intensity as during 2020-2021. If you wish to continue to support the campaign there are various ways
to do it. Please contact us at jenny.adamsson@astridlindgren.se or annette.gustafsson@rb.se

